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deposition 

 

you told me you were worried 

you’d die alone / meaning 

 

you’d rather die alone 

than me / than anything to do 

 

with me / of course i cried 

afterward / at home / tried to do it 

 

until sleep & couldn’t / you know 

my sadness is unimaginative 

 

a failure of the imagination 

when it comes to you & other 

 

men / it’s because i’m always  

looking backwards / &  

 

by backwards i mean sideways 

photographs helping 

 

in the worst way / slotting your face  

always into the keyholes 

 

of my eyes / who needs introjection 

when we drink together like this 

 

often & asymmetrically / you 

describing your dream man / & i 

 

doing this emotional labor 

called love / pushing a thumbnail 

 

through two layers of skin / dragging 

to bed later my own wrecked body 

 

alone / to this bed i bought for you 

& use alone / where i sleep 

 

& masturbate / do these nightly 

little deaths alone / these little eggshell pieces 

 

broken off of you / which i eat alone 

& quietly / like pomegranate seeds / like snow  
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letter to h.d.  

 

hilda the jellyfish on my head 

 is contracting  yes 

 

i am drunk again at 11am 

 what else is there to do 

 

when i am thinking  

  of leaving 
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War Machine 

 

Love itself is a war machine endowed with strange and somewhat terrifying powers. 

 —Deleuze & Guattari 

 

1. Floodlight 

He buys a studio lamp and makes everything a shadow puppet. Notebooks become butterflies, 

two fists a heart. A body on the couch becomes a mountain. With the curtains closed, it is all a 

secret. With the curtains open: something different. 

 

2. Furnace 

At night he lays his arm across my chest & we burn. The air saturates, the radiator in my 

stomach working our bodies apart. The moon raises & lowers itself. When I leave the bed next 

morning, my body’s outline lingers on the sheets, the imprint of a shadow, a photographic 

negative. 

 

3. Axel 

Above his dresser: a nude. Above his closet: another. In both: a man, half-erect, rests his forearm 

on a motorcycle, his shoulders tattooed with dragons & roses. When I flip the light switch on, the 

man’s eyes meet mine. He flashes a mouthful of pink & white, flexes. Smiles. 

 

4. Radio 

We return & return to that first night, that empty parking lot. The utter black, our tongues 

unraveling. The way we caught it all in our hands, how he closed my mouth with his. The way 

we listened & heard the crickets, then the mockingbirds, then nothing. 

 

5. Hacksaw 

Look, he says, & I do. On his bed: ten pictures of naked men holding mirrors before their faces. 

Self-Portrait as Alex, he says, Self-Portrait as Brian. When I lean in close, I see my own face in 

the glass. When he leans back, I remain, looking. Self-Portrait as Shadow, Self-Portrait as 

Ghost. 

 

6. Spyglass 

The window later becomes important. I sit & watch as men pass in their suits & their grey 

sweatpants. To move from one edge of the frame to the other, it takes about three seconds. I 

spend all day watching as they enter, drift forward, vanish. 

 

7. Camera 

What, afterward, remains: the photos of the bodies, skin sticking to the wall. The colors of their 

lips. The colors of their eyes.  

 


